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Abstract—Quantum technologies have been widely recognized
as one of the milestones towards the ongoing digital transforma-
tion, which will also trigger new disruptive innovations. Quantum
technologies encompassing quantum computing, communica-
tions, and sensing offer an interesting set of advantages such
as unconditional security and ultra-fast computing capabilities.
However, deploying quantum services at a global scale requires
circumventing the limitations due to the geographical boundaries
and terrestrial obstacles, which can be adequately addressed by
considering non-terrestrial networks (NTNs). In the recent few
years, establishing multi-layer NTNs has been extensively studied
to integrate space-airborne-terrestrial communications systems,
particularly by the international standardization organizations
such as the third-generation partnership project (3GPP) and
the international telecommunication union (ITU), in order to
support future wireless ecosystems. Indeed, amalgamating quan-
tum technologies and NTNs will scale up the quantum commu-
nications ranges and provide unprecedented levels of security
and processing solutions that are safer and faster than the
traditional offerings. This paper provides some insights into the
interplay between the evolving NTN architectures and quantum
technologies with a particular focus on the integration challenges
and their potential solutions for enhancing the quantum-NTN
interoperability among various space-air-ground communications
nodes. The emphasis is on how the quantum technologies can
benefit from satellites and aerial platforms as an integrated
network and vice versa. Moreover, a set of future research
directions and new opportunities are identified.

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent breakthroughs in quantum technology develop-
ment are opening the way towards establishing novel com-
munications networks based on quantum entanglement and
teleportation phenomena, which will be able to interconnect
quantum servers for reaching an unprecedented computational
capability [1]. Quantum technologies have the potential to
offer new development opportunities to the conventional com-
munications systems, such as improved optimization tech-
niques enabled by advances in quantum computing and strictly
secure cryptography beyond the capabilities of current classi-
cal systems [2]. In this direction, the concept of “Quantum
Internet” has emerged, as an upgrade the classical Internet,
to provide seamless connection between quantum devices in
order to improve the established applications and to motivate
innovative quantum use cases [3]–[7]. However, one of the
main limitations of deploying quantum services over wide
geographical areas is the issue of channel loss. In the case
of quantum key distribution (QKD), which is one of the best

developed applications of quantum technologies, there is the
so-called repeaterless PLOB bound, which sets a limit on the
achievable secret key generation rate in a point-to-point link to
scale linearly with the transmissivity of the channel [8]. Thus,
involving non-terrestrial networks (NTNs), that include aerial
and space platforms, such as high-altitude platform stations
(HAPS) and satellites, can be seen as a natural development
step towards realizing global quantum Internet [9].

The use of NTNs in conjunction with the terrestrial in-
frastructure can help to address quantum networks expansion
challenges and unleash the quantum capabilities. The notion of
integrating NTNs with terrestrial networks (TNs) has received
a substantial boost from the 3GPP standardization group
after approving a dedicated work-item for its implementation
within a new set of the fifth-generation (5G) new radio (NR)
specifications in Release-16 [10]. Thereby, a continuous and
ubiquitous wireless coverage can be attained, which is also
a cost-effective solution for network scalability with reliable
coverage across different geographies [11]. Further, from an
implementation perspective, the free-space optical (FSO) links
used in connecting NTN entities are typically preferred in
quantum communications protocols owing to the unequivocal
benefits of the negligible background thermal radiation at
optical frequencies [12]. Thus, given the much lower channel
losses and negligible decoherence in the space, NTN elements
can be used as intermediate nodes for quantum communication
between distant locations. However, the integration of quantum
technology into satellite systems entails several deployment
challenges, which requires devoting more research efforts to
harness this interesting opportunity and construct an integrated
system-oriented vision.

Furthermore, by employing quantum technologies, partic-
ularly entangled states, into satellite networks, we can offer
certain advantages due to the higher sensitivity of quantum
systems. Particularly, quantum sensors can measure different
physical properties and much smaller quantities with a higher
accuracy using miniaturized devices compared to the current
sensors [13]. In this context, the national aeronautics and space
administration (NASA) paired with Massachusetts institute of
technology (MIT)-Lincoln Laboratory to develop a quantum
laser system to be used for relaying information from the
international space station (ISS) in order to improve Earth-
to-space communications [14]. This includes a source of
entangled photons of light [15]. This system would allow for
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high-definition photographs and videos, which in turn would
extend the reach of space exploration [16]. On a similar
note, quantum technologies would allow for designing light
detection and ranging (LiDAR) systems working in the single-
photon regime extending the precision in our imaging and
detection systems [17].

Over the last few years, a number of interesting survey
papers have studied and reviewed the new disrupting technolo-
gies that are based on the powerful features and resources of
quantum mechanics, such as quantum entanglement [18], tele-
portation [19], and the no-cloning theorem [20]. Specifically,
quantum cryptography schemes, especially QKD protocols,
have received a major attention from both the research and in-
dustry communities owing to the offered capability to maintain
information-theoretic security. QKD utilizes quantum mechan-
ical properties to enable the secret exchange of cryptographic
keys and can even alert to the presence of an eavesdropper.
In this regard, the research and developments on adopting
QKD to satellites are summarized in [21], including protocols,
infrastructure, and the technical challenges, as well as briefly
reporting the on-going satellite QKD initiatives. Additionally,
the recent research advances in continuous-variable QKD for
low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite communications are discussed
in [5]. Likewise, utilizing communications protocols of QKD
based on discrete variable systems are reviewed in [1] with
considering the challenging environment in space. Further, the
survey article in [22] has provided a vision to utilize space-
based systems for establishing a global quantum network with
focusing on quantum technologies.

The aforementioned studies have reviewed some combina-
tion aspects between the quantum technologies and space-
based systems but there are still vital characteristics in the
emerging NTNs to be utilized for progressing towards a
scalable quantum networked landscape. Correspondingly, the
resemblance in the equipment needed for interconnecting the
quantum nodes and NTN platforms, e.g. optical links, can
be further harnessed for more interesting advances in the
realm of NTN structures and functionalities. This observation
has motivated us to compose this article to identify and
capitalize on the mutual interplay between the evolving NTN
architectures and quantum technologies. This review paper
is different from the existing ones in that we are explicitly
focusing on the prominent quantum technologies and their
deployment within versatile space-air-ground communications
nodes across different altitudes, layers, and orbits, for enhanc-
ing the quantum-NTN interoperability. To better understand
these synergies, we will briefly explain the essential features of
quantum communications systems and the integration aspects
with the NTNs in the next two sections.

As presented in Fig. 1, the remainder of this paper is
organized as follows. In Section II, quantum communica-
tions prospects are discussed with emphasis on QKD and
quantum cryptography schemes. Section III presents the key
characteristics and architectures of NTNs in addition to the
interconnecting synergies with the quantum devices. Next, the
integration challenges that require more research efforts for
enabling a wide-ranging quantum integrated network using
NTNs are elaborated in Section IV. Future research directions

and opportunities are highlighted in Section V. This article is
finally concluded in Section VI.

II. QUANTUM COMMUNICATIONS

Current communications systems are secured based on
the premise that breaking cryptography is slow using the
existing conventional computers. This includes communicating
between data centres, inter-governmental communications, or
critical financial and energy infrastructures. However, the
commonly adopted classical cryptography schemes can be
jeopardized by the advent of quantum computers owing to their
capability to solve certain computationally intensive problems
much faster than conventional computers. Although suffi-
ciently powerful quantum computers are not fully developed
yet today, this evolving research area is drawing a growing
attention. Generally, the forecasts are optimistic for having
the quantum computer as a commercial product in the coming
years [23]. Therefore, encryption in current communications
systems needs further improvement to face the forthcoming
risk of developing a full-scale quantum computer, hence,
breaking the current encryption algorithms exponentially faster
than the best non-quantum machines. Interestingly, we can
use quantum mechanics to create strictly secure cryptography
beyond the capabilities of current classical systems. In quan-
tum communication systems, the information is encoded in the
quantum-mechanical properties of a system, e.g. the polariza-
tion of a photon or the spin of an electron. Employing such
quantum-mechanical properties allows the communicating par-
ties to exploit unique quantum effects such as superposition
and entanglement to their advantage [24]. In this Section,
we provide an overview of quantum communications theory
and applications, which will serve as the background for the
upcoming sections.

A. Quantum Information: Basic Theory

The state of an isolated quantum system is represented by a
vector in a Hilbert space. A quantum bit (qubit) is the simplest
of such a quantum system, which is represented by

|ψ⟩ = α |0⟩+ β |1⟩ =
[
α
β

]
, (1)

where α, β ∈ C with |α|2 + |β|2 = 1 for normalization, |·⟩ is
the Dirac notation for vectors, and |0⟩ = [ 10 ] and |1⟩ = [ 01 ] are
the orthonormal vectors constituting the standard basis Bs =
{|0⟩ , |1⟩} of the two-dimensional vector space. Any qubit with
α ̸= 0, 1 is said to be in the superposition of |0⟩ and |1⟩.

Once a quantum system is prepared in an arbitrary qubit
state |ψ⟩, it can be measured to extract no more than one bit
of classical information. In the simplest case, a measurement is
performed by projecting the state |ψ⟩ onto the basis vectors of
some orthonormal basis B =

{
|ϕ⟩ , |ϕ⊥⟩

}
, where |ϕ⊥⟩ denotes

the state orthonormal to |ϕ⟩. Upon measuring |ψ⟩ of (1), the
outcome will correspond to |ϕ⟩ with probability |⟨ϕ | ψ⟩|2 or
to |ϕ⊥⟩ with probability

∣∣⟨ϕ⊥ | ψ⟩
∣∣2, where ⟨ϕ| = (|ϕ⟩)† is the

conjugate transpose of |ϕ⟩. It is easy to verify that measuring
|ψ⟩ in Bs will give the outcome |0⟩ with probability |α|2
and outcome |1⟩ with probability |β|2. More importantly, once
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Fig. 1. Structure and organization of the paper.

measured, the state will no longer remain in the superposition
of two states. Instead, it will assume the state corresponding
to the obtained measurement outcome. In QKD, for instance,
this collapse of state upon measurement can be used to detect
the presence of an eavesdropper.

More interesting quantum phenomenon can be observed
once we consider the state of multiple quantum systems.
Entanglement is one such phenomenon, which can be observed
in quantum systems consisting of as few as two qubits. The
state of an arbitrary two-qubit system can be represented as

|ψ⟩AB = α |0⟩A ⊗ |0⟩B + β |0⟩A ⊗ |1⟩B +

γ |1⟩A ⊗ |0⟩B + δ |1⟩A ⊗ |1⟩B (2)
= α |00⟩AB + β |01⟩AB + γ |10⟩AB + δ |11⟩AB , (3)

where the state is normalized as before, subscripts indicate
that the first qubit is part of system A and second qubit is part
of system B, ⊗ denotes the tensor (Kronecker) product, and
|ij⟩ is a shorthand notation for |i⟩ ⊗ |j⟩.

Consider the two-qubit state of (3) with α = δ = 1/
√
2 and

β = γ = 0, i.e,

|ϕ+⟩AB =
1√
2
(|00⟩AB + |11⟩AB) .

The two qubits are correlated and in a joint superposition.
Measuring one of the qubits will instantly define the state of
the second qubit. This type of state is called an entangled
state. Entanglement is a type of correlation that is known
and experimentally verified to be stronger than any classical
correlation [25]–[29]. It is a key ingredient in long-distance
quantum communications and in several representative quan-
tum communications protocols [18]. Another important prop-
erty of quantum states is established by the quantum no-
cloning theorem [30]. This theorem states that there does
not exist any physical processes that can perfectly clone an
arbitrary unknown quantum state. This theorem is one of the
key enablers of quantum cryptography and QKD schemes.

B. Quantum Key Distribution (QKD)
The QKD protocols utilize the principle of superposition

of quantum states, collapse upon measurement, and the no-
cloning theorem to distribute secret bits (keys) between spa-
tially distant nodes [31]–[34]. The main idea behind QKD
comes from the fact that it is not possible to perfectly
distinguish nonorthogonal quantum states [35], [36].1 The

1Two quantum states |ϕ⟩ and |ψ⟩ are said to be orthogonal if ⟨ϕ | ψ⟩ = 0.
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transmitter, Alice, can encode secret key bits in nonorthogonal
quantum states and transmit over a quantum channel to the
receiver, Bob. Upon successful reception, Bob measures the
qubits in one of the predefined configurations. Next, Alice
announces just enough information about the state preparation
such that Bob can sift through the measurement configurations
to decide which qubits were measured in the configuration
compatible with the preparation. Finally, they compare a
small subset of decoded key bits to estimate the error rate.
Since an eavesdropper, Eve, cannot make perfect copies of
transmitted qubits, it is not possible to replicate the mea-
surements performed by Bob without introducing errors. This
would enable Alice and Bob to bound the amount of leaked
information to Eve based on the observed error rates. If such
error rates are sufficiently low, Alice and Bob can use proper
privacy amplification techniques to share a secret key among
themselves.

These nodes can utilize these secret keys to encrypt their
messages to achieve secure communication. Since these keys
are secret by the virtue of laws of physics and not by some
computational complexity assumption, the achieved security is
also called unconditional security [32], [33]. In particular, once
combined with well-known information-theoretically secure
encryption methods, e.g., the one-time pad, the communicating
parties can achieve information-theoretic security. Distribution
of unconditionally secure key bits is logistically challenging
without using QKD.

During the past decades, QKD has received major attention
from both research and industry communities where a remark-
able progress has been made in experimental demonstrations.
QKD has been realized with optical fibers (OF) and in free-
space optics (FSO) using different degrees of freedom of
photons including polarization, time-bin, energy and phase.
Nevertheless, deploying QKD services worldwide is still a
highly intricate task due to the repeaterless bound [8]. A
promising solution in optical links is using satellites as trusted
relays to assist establishing quantum communications links on
global scales through distributing keys among various ground
stations separated by larger distance.

C. Beyond-QKD Applications

The QKD is arguably the most mature research topic of
utilizing quantum technologies in communications systems.
However, there exist other use cases of quantum commu-
nications systems that provide unique advantages over their
classical counterparts. In particular, some of these applications
require the existence of a third-party (TP) with varying levels
of trusts (trusted, semi-honest, untrusted). Such a requirement
makes them interesting for implementation in an NTN frame-
work where the non-terrestrial components can assume the
role of the TP (see Fig. 2). In this subsection, we highlight
some intriguing research directions inspired by the quantum
NTN integration.

1) Quantum Conference Key Agreement: QKD offers a
bipartite protocol that allows two distant parties to securely
establish secret keys. It is possible to utilize QKD to distribute
same key among N ≥ 2 participants by repeated applications

q0

q1

q2

q3

q5

qN−1

Multipartite Entanglement for:
Quantum Conference Key Agreement
Anonymous Entanglement Generation

Quantum Anonymous Network
Quantum Secret Sharing

|ψ⟩q0···qN−1
= |0⟩⊗N+|1⟩⊗N

√
2

TP

q4

Fig. 2. Quantum conference key agreement, quantum secret sharing, and
quantum anonymous communications networks can be implemented in a simi-
lar network configuration with multipartite entanglement and NTN component
acting as a central node.

of QKD. However, such a setup is resource inefficient, re-
quiring many runs of the QKD protocol. However, the long-
term vision of NTN quantum integrated network goes beyond
mere bipartite links and includes various nodes. Towards this
direction, quantum mechanics allows the distribution of mul-
tipartite entanglement in a network, which acts as a common
resource for the network participants. Quantum conference
key agreement (QCKA) protocols typically leverage the mul-
tipartite entanglement to establish a common shared random
key among N ≥ 2 network participants in a single run
of the protocol [37]. QCKA allows the users to broadcast
secure communications in a network. The rich structure of
multipartite entangled quantum states opens the possibility for
a wide variety of novel key distribution protocols within the
NTN infrastructure, where the quantum correlations can be
exploited to devise realistic multipartite schemes.

2) Quantum Direct Secure Communications: QKD pro-
tocols cannot be used directly for transmitting the secret in-
formation due to the possibility of information leakage during
the communications. For instance, in the intercept-and-resend
attack, an eavesdropper can obtain 75% of the exchanged
information without any errors. The leakage of information can
nevertheless be detected during the classical post-processing,
as, for this particular attack, Alice and Bob observe a 25%
error rate. In the case of random bits being shared, such
a severe leakage of information is not particularly harmful
except for requiring to discard the entire key and start over.
However, this situation becomes more serious if the leaked
information contains the actual message. Quantum secure
direct communications (QSDC) protocols allow distant nodes
to communicate directly in a secured fashion without requiring
them to establish secret keys in advance and it does not require
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key storage [38]–[40]. Hence, attacks on communication with
employing QSDC obtain only random data without any useful
information. In the field of NTNs, the feasibility of using
QSDC from a GSO satellite to a ground station has been
recently demonstrated in [41]. QSDC continues to enhance
the security aspects and the value propositions of integrating
quantum technologies in the NTN communications systems.

3) Quantum Secret Sharing: Quantum secret sharing is
another interesting application for scalable architectures of
quantum communications networks. In these schemes, a secret
quantum state is shared among N network participants in
such a way that at least k < N participants are required
in order to reconstruct the state. In other words, quantum
secret sharing splits a secret message of one user, called
dealer, into several parts and distributes these parts among
other users, called players, with each player receiving a part.
The players can gain no information about the state if there
are fewer than k players willing for the reconstruction [42],
[43]. Recent quantum secret sharing schemes allow assigning
unequal weights wi to each party. Then, the secret can be
unlocked if the sum of the weights of the parties willing
to unlock the secret is greater than a predefined threshold
ω [44]. Further, the work in [45] has analyzed the security
and the performance of terahertz continuous-variable quantum
secret sharing within ISLs, where the feasibility of a long-
distance inter-satellite communications with multiple players
has been proved. Accordingly, quantum secret sharing is an
essential primitive for large-scale heterogeneous networks such
as NTNs in order to secure multiparty communications

4) Anonymous Quantum Communications: Additional
interesting application of quantum communications is the
provisioning of anonymity in networking tasks. Hiding the
identity of communicating parties can be a desirable property
in some scenarios. Entangled states have the unique property
that local operations on any of the entangled particle can
change the global state of the system regardless of the par-
ticle index. This change in the global state can be detected
either by a global measurement or local measurements with
partial announcement of results. This concept has been used
to provide anonymity in several networking tasks including
anonymous transmission of classical bits [46], qubits [47],
[48], anonymous ranking [49], anonymous notification [50],
anonymous collision detection [51], and anonymous private
information retrieval [52]. One prominent feature of these
protocols is the guarantee of anonymity even when all network
messages are monitored by an adversary and/or a malicious
agent controls a major part of the network.

Some of the aforementioned protocols have been demon-
strated in laboratory conditions. As mentioned above, the re-
quirement of a central node with varying levels of trust makes
these protocols particularly suitable for deployment in NTNs.
Recent demonstrations of satellite-based entanglement distri-
bution paves the way for implementing these entanglement-
based applications in the future [53].

GSO satellites

NGSO satellites

Gateways

Control links

Relay link

Fig. 3. General schematic diagram of a multi-layer space-based network.

III. NON-TERRESTRIAL NETWORKS

A. General Description

Fundamentally, NTNs include various platforms that have
different deployment options but they can be categorized based
on their altitudes into two main categories: space-borne and
airborne. The space-born platforms can also be classified
based on their orbital geometry into geostationary orbit (GSO)
and non-geostationary orbit (NGSO) satellites, see Fig. 3 for
an illustration. GSOs are orbiting at the equatorial plane at an
altitude of 35,678 km with an almost zero-inclination angle.
Whereas, NGSO satellites on a geocentric orbit include the
low Earth orbit (LEO), medium Earth orbit (MEO), and highly
elliptical orbit (HEO) satellites, which are orbiting constantly
at lower altitudes than GSO satellites [54]. Airborne platforms,
on the other hand, involve unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
that are placed at altitudes between 8 and 50 km, and high
altitude platform systems (HAPS) that are deployed within 20
km altitude.

The recent and rapid growth of “NewSpace” industries
makes the deployment of satellite mega-constellations fea-
sible through reducing the costs of building, launching and
operating small satellites, which significantly increases the
number of satellites especially within the lower orbits [55].
Similarly, UAV and HAPS technologies have been growing
in popularity and they are being developed and deployed at
a very rapid pace around the world to offer fruitful business
opportunities and new vertical markets [56]. This large number
of diverse platforms imposes exceptional technical challenges
on system control and operation, where they need to be
built on an autonomous and dynamic network architecture
[57]. Therefore, these various space and aerial platforms can
be interconnected via inter-aerial links (IALs), inter-satellite
links (ISLs) and inter-orbit links (IOLs) to construct a multi-
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layer integrated NTN systems, which can support real-time
communications, massive data transmission, and systematized
information services [58].

The satellite research and industrial communities have
engaged in the 3GPP standardization process to integrate
satellite networks into the 5G ecosystem to accomplish wide
coverage and swift expansion as well as to benefit from the
economies of scale of the 5G services. In this direction,
the 3GPP has specified the main challenges related to the
mobility and orbital height of the satellite in Release 16 [59].
Subsequently, Release 17 establishes basic mechanisms to
manage the identified challenges in Release 16 and provides a
first set of specifications to support NTNs in complementing
the 5G system along with the TNs. Further, Release 17 aims
at improving 5G system performance, where NTN channel
models and necessary adaptations to support NTN are studied
and recognized. The main difference among these potential
solutions are essentially related to the onboard satellite func-
tionalities, i.e. satellites can act either as relay nodes between
5G user terminals, or as 5G access points (5G-gNodeB)
to extend 5G radio access network (5G-RAN) coverage, or
as backbone/backhaul supports. In addition, the additional
study in [60] investigates the possible employment of satellite
networks as active nodes in the 5G access operations. Nonethe-
less, NTN integration brings about new challenges associated
with the deploying and adapting the satellite networks to the
technologies that are originally designed for the TNs [61].

Establishing multi-layer NTNs to connect multitude of
platforms in different orbits/altitudes will enable combining
multiple space/aerial assets to allow a more agile and ef-
ficient use of system resources. This NTN architecture is
more economically efficient and more suitable for delivering
heterogeneous services and serving diversified applications.
Furthermore, NTNs can satisfy the increasing complexity of
application requirements with a minimum number of gate-
ways on the ground [62]. For instance, utilizing the space-
based Internet providers, such as Starlink and SES O3B, to
provide broadband connectivity to the airborne and space-
borne platforms can be a promising technique for nurturing
the development of multi-layer NTN infrastructures. More-
over, developing the seamless connectivity among multipur-
pose space-air-ground communications nodes over different
altitudes, layers, and orbits will enhance the interoperability
in future communications networks. Nonetheless, the open
connectivity and the interconnection complexity in such an
architecture as well as the lower computational capabilities of
the small platforms are seen as the most paramount hurdles in
this development.

B. Quantum Communications and NTNs: Opportunities

Satellites and aerial platforms in the NTN architecture
can assist establishing quantum communications on larger
scales beyond the repeaterless bound. Thus, this interesting
association between quantum technologies and NTNs can
achieve an integrated groundbreaking infrastructure for future
communications systems. In this context, several experimen-
tal demonstrations have been conducted to investigate the

implementation of free-space QKD systems within satellite-
based quantum communications. Moreover, quantum commu-
nications with orbiting satellites have also been studied by
a growing number of feasibility studies [5], [63], [64]. In
addition, a demonstration for photon-pair generation and polar-
ization correlation under space conditions has been reported
in [65] for in-orbit operation using a 1.65-kg nanosatellite.
More importantly, quantum communications via satellites have
received a substantial boost after the launch of Micius, the
world’s first quantum satellite, by the Chinese academy of
sciences [66].

A single space-borne or airborne platform can connect two
distant points with a maximum limit restricted by the platform
altitude and the elevation angle through the atmosphere. Al-
though GSO satellites have the ability to cover approximately
a third of the globe, the achievable entanglement rates will be
heavily deteriorated due to the vast communication range and
low elevations at the extremities of the satellites trajectory,
especially when considering dual path losses for non-memory
assisted quantum communications. Thus, global quantum con-
nectivity can be realized through multi-segment quantum
links, which requires more complicated architectures such as
entanglement swapping and quantum memories, inter alia
[67]. Thus, a constellation of satellites and/or aerial platforms
equipped with quantum devices (e.g. entanglement sources and
quantum memories) can establish dynamically configurable
multi-link connections between any two points within the
entire terrestrial and non-terrestrial integrated network.

Indeed, NTNs can be seen as a key driver for the devel-
opment of robust long-range quantum communications espe-
cially when considering the recent remarkable advancements
in quantum nonlinear optics, entangled photon generation
methodology, and single-photon detection. Generally, quantum
communications is conducted by transferring quantum states
from one place to another through a quantum channel. Such
quantum channels, in the optical domain, include optical fiber,
FSO, or Li-Fi channels, as depicted in the schematic diagram
in Fig. 4. Within the structure of NTNs, we will next review
the offered features and connection schemes that will facilitate
developing a global quantum network in a seamless fashion.

1) Optical Links: Optical communications technologies
have an essential role in the multi-layer NTNs, especially
within NGSO systems and mega-constellations, to establish
efficient architectures using optical IALs, ISLs, IOLs, and
ground-to-space/space-to-ground links. Furthermore, optical
links can achieve higher data rates than conventional RF com-
munications because the optical band provides much broader
bandwidth, and thus, increases network capacity and alleviates
the interference issues [68]. Particularly, laser-based FSO ISLs
and IOLs offer intrinsic high gains due to the narrow-beam
nature of laser beams. Therefore, FSO technology is currently
gaining momentum not only in experiments and demonstra-
tions but also for commercial purposes in the context of
connecting space missions. To react to this reality, the consul-
tative committee for space data systems (CCSDS) has defined
new specifications to deal with coding and synchronization of
high photon efficiency links [69]. The objective of CCSDS is
developing standards in wavelength, modulation, coding, in-
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Fig. 4. Basic schematic diagram of an NTN quantum channel including encoding classical information into quantum states, Secure quantum transmission
using free space optical or Li-Fi channel, and then, decoding the received quantum states to obtain the classical information.

terleaving, synchronization, and acquisition that are best suited
for FSO communications systems [70]. Specifically, some
working groups within CCSDS are dedicated on developing
the coding and synchronization layer of a waveform supporting
optical satellite-to-ground links along with optical modulation
schemes to provide higher data rates up to 10 gigabits-per-
second (Gbps) [71].

Furthermore, FSO communications links have been already
experimented by the European Space Agency (ESA) and Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) for satellite-to-satellite
link within the SILEX research program (Semiconductor Inter-
Satellite Laser Experiment) [72]. In addition, NASA has
recently launched the Laser Communications Relay Demon-
stration (LCRD) to showcase the unique capabilities of optical
communications in space. In [73], [74], ground stations have
been developed for optical space-to-ground links to investigate
data transmission through the atmosphere. Whereas, an optical
link between an aircraft and a GSO satellite was established
and used to demonstrate a communication link in strongly
turbulent and dynamic environment in [75]. All these studies
and experimental demonstrations have validated the feasibility
of using FSO links to provide an unprecedented performance
and the potential of being a favorable candidate for providing
high-capacity connectivity to NTNs [76].

The evolution of FSO technology in NTNs can be further
utilized by introducing quantum technologies for inter-orbit
and intra-orbit connections as well as for downlinking to the
gateways on Earth. From an implementation perspective, op-
tical channels are typically used in quantum communications
protocols owing to the negligible background thermal radiation
at optical frequencies [12]. Fortunately, both FSO connectivity
and quantum communications share a symbiotic convergence
in terms of the equipment needed for operation, and thus,
they can each benefit from the technological developments in
the other field. For instance, high-precision pointing systems
needed for QKD applications can be used to improve FSO
systems, while the adaptive optics modules developed for
FSO will also improve the performance of quantum commu-
nications systems. Interestingly, there is also a considerable
overlap in the design of high-rate encoders/modulators used
in QKD and classical FSO systems, as both rely on on-off
keying (OOK) and coherent optical modulation schemes. Thus,
harnessing the synergetic interaction between these two tech-
nologies can pave the way to novel communications paradigms
based on an integrated terrestrial and NTN architectures and

Fig. 5. Multi-layered quantum NTNs can be used for minimizing the
communication outage for sensitive equipment. A large number of satellites
connected by inter-satellite quantum links (ISQLs) ensure global coverage.
FSO links (FSOLs) are used for quantum communications tasks including
the QKD. Encrypted classical links (ECLs) are enabled by quantum-secure
classical communications.

services.
2) Li-Fi Links: Light-Fidelity (Li-Fi) technology is based

on sending data using light waves as signal bearers with
amplitude modulation of the light source. Li-Fi communi-
cations systems are able to utilize the vast optical spectrum
to achieve peak data rates reaching the 10 Gbps level [77].
Li-Fi extends the concept of visible light communications
(VLC) to attain high speed bidirectional and fully networked
wireless communications [78]. Moreover, Li-Fi systems offer
more tangible benefits comparing to its RF counterpart such
as affordable cost, low power operation, easy deployment, and
point-to-point high data-rate communications, which provides
high bandwidth and operates in license-free wide range optical
spectrum. Additionally, Li-Fi communications can be used in
RF-restricted areas such as hospitals, mines, and aircraft [79].
To this end, several feasibility studies have been conducted on
using Li-Fi links within the satellite systems [80]–[82].

Furthermore, connecting the growing number of small-size,
lightweight, low-power and low-cost satellites (e.g. CubeSats
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and nanosatellites) and aerial platforms in lower altitudes
will be challenging due to the increased densification of
NTNs [57]. Networking these different NTN entities requires
highly survivable links capable of relaying and downlinking
data in an efficient and plausible manner. In particular, it is
mechanically challenging to deploy large parabolic antennas
on small satellites equipped with RF radios in order to support
high data rates. Additionally, the required pointing accuracy
needed for laser communications presents a challenge to
the form factor of CubeSats and nanosatellites due to the
stringent size, mass, and power restrictions. Therefore, Li-
Fi and VLC technologies can be seen as a potential solution
to establish hybrid communications systems that are able to
address these connection issues under certain circumstances
[82]. Hence, Li-Fi in such scenarios can surmount the NTN
platforms’ limitations while avoiding the usual interference
issues associated with RF systems [83].

Li-Fi technologies can enable wireless access to users of
quantum applications. Such techniques have been used to
establish a QKD link between a mobile handheld device and
a nearby receiver unit [84], [85], which could resemble an
automated teller machine in banking applications. Theoretical
studies have also proposed indoor wireless optical QKD for
end users, and have investigated their feasibility under various
conditions [86]–[88]. All this would benefit from advance-
ments in wireless optical communications, as being pursued
in the sixth generation of mobile communications systems.

The developments in quantum device technologies can
reciprocally benefit Li-Fi and wireless optical systems. Within
this context, multiple experimental and research studies ex-
plore the effect of different light-emitting diodes (LEDs) on
Li-Fi performance. For example, a system based on OOK
modulation that uses a white light LED, an analog pre-
equalizer, and a post-equalizer is investigated in [89], which
achieves high-speed and low complexity VLC links. Similarly,
multiple-quantum-well diode is studied in [90] to achieve
on-chip optocoupling, which shows the capability of using
these diodes for simultaneous emission and photo-detection
in a full-duplex VLC system. In addition, the work in [91]
demonstrates the performance of a novel cyan LED, a light
source for plastic optical fiber (POF) communications, in order
to enhance the external quantum efficiency (EQE) and output
power of this miniaturized high-speed LED, and thus, this
setup improves the fiber coupling efficiency while achieving
high data rates. In [92], employing a QKD system for vehicular
visible light communications (V2LC) networks is proposed
by taking into account the VLC channel characteristics. The
obtained results in these studies and experiments prove the
feasibility of quantum Li-Fi integrated systems.

From the industrial communications networks, Light Rider
company has recently unveiled quantum Li-Fi products that
offer an unhackable network connectivity. Further, VLC quan-
tum fusion has been already considered for IoT applications
to improve reliability and security [93]. In this setup, quantum
dots (QDs) are enabling materials for this integration owing
to their easy customizable emission wavelength and superior
quantum performance. Similarly, Li-Fi links along with the
quantum technologies can be utilized in the emerging Internet
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Fig. 6. The schematic model of a quantum MIMO channel.

of Space Things (IoST), which is a new class of small satellites
used for data collection and equipped with limited onboard
processing. Accordingly, empowering near future small satel-
lites and the various aerial platforms with the Li-Fi networking
capabilities along with embedding quantum technologies can
offer further technical and security improvements to establish
wide-area quantum networks.

IV. QUANTUM-NTN INTEGRATION CHALLENGES

Quantum communications over NTNs can overcome the
limitations of terrestrial optical networks due to large attenua-
tion in the long-distance fiber channels, and thus, an intercon-
tinental quantum network is attainable. This structure raises
a new set of resource allocation and management problems
for involving multiple layers, relative motion of various NTN
entities, and the distributed ground stations. Therefore, the
integration problems of scalability and management are dif-
ferent in this paradigm and require devising new methods for
boosting channel reliability and novel strategies for network
management and coordination within the multi-layer NTNs.
In this section, we will explore the key technical challenges
and design issues for deploying efficient quantum NTNs with
highlighting some potential solutions.

A. Channel Reliability

FSO links are highly susceptible to atmospheric loss and
scintillation effects due to the cloud blockage and the iono-
spheric electron density along the signal path that result in
signal intensity fluctuations at the receiver [94]. The movement
of NTN units, and the constant requirement for pointing and
tracking of these objects would also add to the overall channel
loss. Another important factor in specifying the channel loss
is the size and number of telescopes that can be used on a
satellite, as well as on the ground stations. The randomness
in all the above can also cause channel fading. In addition,
the multipath time delay spread leads to time dispersion
and frequency-selective fading, whereas Doppler frequency
spread leads to frequency dispersion and time-selective fading.
Moreover, the random effects of shadowing or diffraction from
obstructions result in slow or large-scale fading.
Potential solutions
To enhance channel reliability, multicarrier transmission tech-
niques and spatial diversity strategies, such as site diversity
and multiple beam transmissions, can be applied in NTNs and
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FSO links [95]. Specifically, multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) transmission techniques have drawn a significant
attention in the satellite communications research due the
offered high degrees of freedom [96]. In addition, MIMO
transmission has already been considered in quantum optical
wireless communications systems and called quantum MIMO
by the authors (q-MIMO) [97], although this is not the only
way to use MIMO techniques in quantum communications
[98]. In contrast to the classical single-beam single-aperture
configuration that is called SISO (single-input single-output),
MIMO can realize spatial diversity by using a combination
of multiple beams at the transmitter and multiple apertures
at the receiver. In the setting of [97], MIMO communica-
tions is performed over quantum channels where classical
information is transmitted through quantum states instead of
classical electromagnetic field. The q-MIMO architecture is
suitable for applications involving spatial diversity and opti-
mal quantum digital receiver design, which will increase the
reliability of quantum communications systems transmitting
classical information over quantum channels. This architecture
has promising aspects because it allows using positions of
quantum antennas at the transmitter and quantum measurement
operators at the receiver, which will allow for joined optimum
fine-tuning of the overall system performance.

MIMO techniques can also be used to deal with the fading
nature of atmospheric channels. For such channels, MIMO
techniques are known to improve system performance. How-
ever, the advantages achieved by using the MIMO concept
come at the cost of utilizing more resources and increased
system complexity. The MIMO techniques have not yet been
fully investigated within the recent quantum advances and the
multi-layer NTN structures, which can be exploited for reliable
and secure high-speed communications. Thereby, it is essential
to assess the feasibility and advantages of employing MIMO
in the context of FSO communications and NTN systems.
This could in turn result in performance improvement of both
classical and quantum communications systems.

B. Network Flexibility and Reconfigurability

The success of integrating quantum technologies into
NTNs depends to a large extent on the flexibility and
adaptability of the existing network architectures [11].
Moreover, establishing a quantum link within NTN entities
requires precision timing and time-tagging of the received
photons, accurate pointing, robust filtering, and knowledge
of the location, velocity, and range of both transmitter and
receiver, which is an intricate task considering the dynamic
propagation environment of NTNs. More importantly, the
routing mechanism for coordinating quantum transmissions
and classical communications is a crucial part for this
integration, which should consider the unique features of
both types of communications within this variable network’s
topological structure. Furthermore, relaying the quantum
keys among different network elements entails the need of
quantum devices to communicate with the network control
in order to enable flexible and efficient routing based on
applications’ QoS profiles and secret key rate generation of
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trial and non-terrestrial integrated systems.

the links [99]. Additionally, resource management for the
quantum plane, data plane, and control plane is a conundrum
that needs to be adequately addressed through flexible
and cognizant resource allocation strategies. Particularly,
safeguarding NTN communications with QKD requires a
quantum signal channel and a public interaction channel for
secure key synchronization along with the traditional data
channel [100]. Thus, serving these three types of channels
has to be conducted via effective algorithmic solutions.

Potential solutions
Software defined networking (SDN) is a well-known paradigm
for enabling flexible and programmable network configuration
in order to improve system performance, management, and
monitoring [101]. SDN enables agile and efficient network ser-
vices through innovative and advanced resource management
techniques. Within NTN context, SDN can play an important
role owing to the offered operational flexibility, scalability,
and the end-to-end service provisioning [58]. Furthermore,
embedding SDN into satellites and aerial platforms can fa-
cilitate the interaction between non-terrestrial and terrestrial
wireless networks, which allows addressing several coexisting
challenges. Additionally, SDN paradigm seems to be more
suitable to deal with the complexity and dynamicity of multi-
layer NTNs, where SDN controllers can be distributed over
higher orbits to simultaneously manage both the classical and
quantum parts of the network within the active space and aerial
nodes in lower altitudes as shown in Fig. 7. For instance,
the SDN architecture can be designed to allow a controller
to centrally orchestrate the quantum resources for optimizing
the key allocation and systematizing the establishments of a
direct channel or multi-hop links based on demands, visibility,
and channel conditions.

The SDN technology can help with the management of
different tasks we need to control in quantum communications
systems. This includes key exchnage mechanisms, entangle-
ment generation/distribution schemes, and efficient swapping
procedures. In all cases, embedding SDN technologies into
quantum networks would allow for provisioning of accurate
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control and management. Several research works in the open
literature have shown that SDN integration is beneficial to
QKD networks by customizing network configuration and de-
signing efficient routing protocols [102]. Specifically, SDN can
provide a constant instantaneous monitoring of the quantum
parameters such as quantum bit error rate and secret key
rate, and flexible configuration of optical paths to ensure the
continuous distribution of quantum keys in the network. Fur-
thermore, SDN allows the deployment of advanced resource
allocation and control algorithms for load balancing, network
slicing, and quantum-aware path computation, regardless of
the underlying infrastructure. Thus, introducing the SDN
model is a mutually beneficial arrangement that opens the
road to a seamless convergence between NTNs and quantum
technologies.

C. Network Scalability

Despite the many appealing solutions offered by NTN
for scaling up quantum communications networks, there
are still considerable technical hurdles for reaping the
benefits of this integration. Specifically, FSO and Li-Fi
links to ground transmit through atmospheric channels
as a propagating medium whose properties are random
functions of space and time. This renders the quantum
communication to a random process depending on weather
and geographical locations [103]. Additionally, several
unpredictable environmental factors such as clouds, snow,
fog, rain, haze, among other things, may cause signal
attenuation and shorten the communication distance. That
said, space-based communications links have the advantages
of negligible propagation losses for the signal transmitted
through the vacuum [104]. Namely, ISLs and IOLs are not
subject to weather conditions because satellite orbits are
typically far above the atmosphere but the main challenge
here is caused by the link availability when satellites
are moving with different relative velocities. Thus, these
inevitable transmission losses in real optical channels along
with challenges in ISL and IOL communications may reduce
or even totally destroy the quantum entanglement across
remote nodes, and hence, jeopardize the scalability offered
by NTNs for realizing the long-range quantum networking.

Potential solutions
In the direction to overcome these limitations, multiple quan-
tum devices and technologies can be utilized within the
NTN infrastructure. Next, we will present the most promising
approaches for provisioning the foreseeable scalability and
ensuring consistent hybrid deployment landscape.

1) Trusted Relays: Reliable and efficient transmission of
quantum information at global distances is a daunting task.
However, for some specific applications of quantum com-
munications, it is possible to somehow decode-reencode the
(classical) message encoded in the quantum states at trusted
relays placed between the communicating nodes. QKD is one
example of such applications. For establishing a key between
Alice and Bob, with a trusted relay, Charlie, one can use two
runs of QKD. Charlie establishes two random keys k1 and

t = 0 : u1 ←→ u2 secret link required
t = 1 : u1 sends request to s1
t = 2 : s1 discovers s2 in range of u2
t = 3 : k1 =QKD(u1, s1)

k2 =QKD(s1, s2)

k2 =QKD(s2, u2)

t = 4 : s1 −→ s2 Classical message k1 ⊗ k2
t = 5 : s2 −→ u2 Classical message k1 ⊗ k3
t = 6 : ACK sent, u2 and u2 share k1

Trusted Relay: s1 Trusted Relay: s2

Transmitter: u1 Receiver: u2

Fig. 8. Trusted-relay based quantum NTNs can extend the distance of QKD
beyond the reach of ordinary links. Here an example scenarios is depicted
where two satellites s1 and s2 assist two distant ground stations u1 and u2
to establish secret keys.

k2 with Alice and Bob by QKD, respectively. Then, Charlie
sends the bit-wise exclusive-OR of the two keys to either
of the two communicating parties, who can now obtain the
key established with the other party. This key can be used
for subsequent secret communication between Alice and Bob.
Fig. 8 shows an example scenario with two satellites and two
ground users. As it is clear from the above procedure, this
approach is completely scalable with two serious drawbacks:
1) this approach is not generally applicable to all quantum
communications protocols, and 2) very high level of trust is
assumed, which may be hard to justify in general. However,
this is one of the currently feasible solutions, which has been
demonstrated with a LEO satellite assuming the role of a
trusted relay and establishing secure keys between two ground
stations 7600 km apart [104].

2) Untrusted Measurement Nodes: Measurement device
independent (MDI) is an important framework to constitute
a quantum network with an untrusted network server/relay,
which can provide an enhanced security performance com-
pared to traditional QKD [105]. Thereby, even with untrusted
NTN platforms, quantum security can still be guaranteed in
some cases using the MDI concept. The main idea in MDI
QKD is to design the communications protocol in such a way
that no assumption on the trustworthiness of measurement
devices is required. Both communications parties prepare
and send their signals to the untrusted measurement device,
which announces the measurement outcomes. The protocol
is designed in such a way that the announcement of incor-
rect measurement results would show itself in the observed
error rates, indicating malice or malfunction. Whereas, the
announcement of correct measurement results does not pass
any information to Eve/untrusted node about the actual key
bits being exchanged between the two parties.

The implementation of MDI QKD in the NTN setting is
not without its own challenges. First, it requires us to use the
uplink configuration, which is known to be more lossy than the
downlink one, in satellite-to-ground settings. It also requires to
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have the measurement devices on board the satellite, which are
often more complicated systems than the source in the MDI-
QKD protocol. Synchronization is also a challenge given that
the photons sent by the two users have to reach the satellite at
the same time. That said, implementation of MDI QKD via a
satellite node is a prelude to the implementation of memory-
assisted QKD [106], [107] and quantum repeaters in space, and
can therefore be part of the global efforts to make quantum
communications services accessible worldwide.

3) Quantum Repeaters: The fundamental solution to the
issue of scalability is utilizing quantum repeaters, which are
the essential parts of future quantum communications systems
[108], [109]. In the case of QKD, quantum repeaters enable
end-to-end security for QKD users. Conventional quantum
repeaters aim at creating entanglement within smaller seg-
ments, followed by entanglement swapping (ES) at intermedi-
ate nodes to extend the entanglement to longer distances [110].
Embedding quantum repeaters in NTNs allows for realizing
entanglement distribution over large distances with a smaller
number of intermediate nodes as compared to terrestrial com-
munications systems [111]. In principle, quantum repeater
nodes can be placed on board a satellite or an aerial platform,
with photonic channels enabling entanglement distribution
among orbiting/flying nodes. ES procedures can then be done
at such nodes [1]. Creating an end-to-end entangled state,
when the nodes are moving in space, would inevitably add
an extra layer of complexity to the design of the NTN based
system. Therefore, it is critical to efficiently optimize the
quantum repeater schemes, which is nontrivial because the
number of possible schemes that can be performed grows
exponentially with the number of links or nodes [112].

Quantum repeaters enable the implementation of all quan-
tum networking tasks that require preshared entanglement be-
tween distant nodes as an important prerequisite; see Sec. II-C
for some examples. This makes the ability of quantum nodes,
i.e. end nodes and repeaters alike, to store and efficiently
utilize quantum entanglement a crucial functionality. More
importantly, tasks such as quantum teleportation and entan-
glement swapping are elementary and fundamental in nature
for the basic working of a quantum communications network
[113]. To fulfil the requirement of preshared entanglement,
quantum memories that are capable of storing quantum in-
formation from generation to utilization while maintaining
acceptable fidelity levels are required. A quantum memory
is a device that can store an incoming photon and efficiently
retrieve the same photonic state on-demand without disturbing
the quantum state. Thus, an NTN-deployable quantum mem-
ory would be essential for long-range quantum communica-
tions and for performing QKD across global distances without
intermediate trusted nodes.

The development and deployment of quantum memories,
by itself, is a huge technical challenge even for terrestrial
applications. One of the key issues is the required coherence
time of quantum memories. The authors in [114] consider
a quantum repeater network with a large number (≫ 1) of
quantum memories at each node to minimize the waiting
time due to classical communications. Their optimistic
estimates indicate that coherence times in the excess of

10 ms are sufficient for a 1000 km fiber-based repeater
network. Meanwhile, experimental demonstrations have
been performed for quantum memories of coherence
times well above this limit, e.g., from 1.3 s to six hours
[115], [115], [116]. However, these quantum memories
typically store quantum information in matter qubits and/or
require cryogenic temperatures. Storage in matter qubits
requires development of efficient interfaces between flying
and matter qubits, which in itself is a challenge [117].
Requirement of cryogenic temperatures make utilization of
quantum memories a challenge in non-laboratory conditions.
Availability of practical quantum memories with sufficient
coherence times will enable not only the long-distance
quantum communications but also will greatly diversify the
suite of useful quantum communications protocols that can
be implemented in such networks.

There are multiple competing approaches that are being
considered as candidates for quantum memories with different
strengths and weaknesses [115], [118]. In this direction, a
variety of different dopant/host combinations have been stud-
ied for various quantum mechanical phenomena, and many
elements necessary for a practical quantum memory have been
shown, such as long storage times and high efficiency optical
storage and recall. However, the research still focuses on
optimizing single parameters, while a system demonstrating
all necessary aspects simultaneously remains to be developed.
To this end, there are ongoing efforts for the integration of
these memories in quantum networks such that the modality
of quantum memory can be made independent of the operating
modality of the quantum network [119]. Once developed,
these quantum interconnects will allow seemless interface
between quantum nodes working with different modalities.
The experimental developments can be boosted by the im-
proved funding opportunities and allocation of more funds
targeting the key components of the quantum network ar-
chitecture. Meanwhile, theoretical efforts can be concentrated
to the development of useful quantum technologies realizable
with currently available hardware. Prepare-and-measure type
protocols, e.g., BB84 are well within the reach of current
experimental capabilities. Developments of novel quantum
applications with the same structure can provide a boost in
the utilization of quantum technologies in near future.

The above developments could, however, take years to
be space ready. Another challenging task in the adoption
of quantum communications networks in NTNs is then the
limited number of demonstrable network tasks of practical in-
terest. Most applications we mentioned in earlier sections, e.g.,
quantum secret sharing, as well as other emerging ones such as
quantum secret comparison, quantum oblivious transfer, and
quantum voting, require quantum resources beyond current
technological reach, e.g., large amounts of long-term entan-
glement and error-corrected communication and storage [120].
These quantum resources are not likely to be available very
soon [121]. In the mean time, it is essential to develop quantum
network applications that are less resource-demanding and
can be demonstrated with the currently available or near-term
quantum communications equipment.
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V. FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND APPLICATIONS

The disruptive potentials of the convergence between quan-
tum technologies and NTNs do not lay only in provisioning
secure communications but it also promises to open new fron-
tiers for digital innovation. In this section, several promising
research directions and novel applications will be presented.

1) Space-based Quantum Clouds: The concept of space-
based clouds is developed to further boost information service
systems by utilizing satellites not only as relay devices but
also for establishing data storage paradigms over GSO and/or
NGSO satellites. The main advantage of space-based data
centres is the absolute immunity against natural disasters
occurring on the ground. In the realm of multi-layer NTNs,
the geographical boundaries and terrestrial obstacles are not
deterrent factors for transferring data globally, and thus, mega-
corporations that have intercontinental sites will be able to
share massive data through a space-based cloud and benefit
from the faster transmissions comparing to the terrestrial cloud
networks. Beyond this, empowering space-based clouds with
quantum technologies improves the security aspects and offers
quantum computing capabilities for big data applications.
This ecosystem will create an accessible quantum algorithm
development environment for the quantum developers around
the world and may also lead to emerging quantum-as-a-
service providers. Moreover, given the extreme high costs of
hosting and building quantum computing services, space-based
quantum clouds can improve the financial viability through
allowing simultaneous access for multiple beneficiaries and
users, and hence, increase machine utilization.

2) Quantum Computing for Space Missions: One of
the major challenges in the operation of the CubeSats and
small satellites in lower altitudes is the rather low informa-
tion processing capabilities of the onboard processors [122].
Consequently, complex processing tasks, such as online opti-
mization of the resource allocation strategy, data processing
for Earth observation applications, or data aggregation for
IoT, can hardly be executed using a single satellite processor.
Alternatively, quantum technologies along with space-based
quantum clouds can be utilized in such scenarios in order
to offload the computational burden from small satellites.
Thus, a space quantum network can be structured and in-
terconnected via FSO links, which will benefit from several
advantages of FSO over RF systems and the extraordinary
computational capacity of the quantum servers with certainly
enhanced security performance. This setup can also alleviate
the latency issue especially for resource-hungry and delay-
sensitive applications. In addition, small satellites can be
deployed as space-based quantum sensors to enhance the
practical performance of navigation and Earth observation
systems. In particular, these quantum sensors on the small
satellite nodes would to a large extent improve the knowledge
of our planet through Earth observation missions that can
measure small-scale variations of Earth’s gravitational field
resulted from water flows, movement of ice, continental drifts,
and so forth.

3) Quantum Communications for Healthcare: One of
the sensitive issues in digital healthcare is encryption and

security of data. Quantum communications provides methods
of secure exchange of health records by QKD and anony-
mous private information retrieval systems [52]. Additionally,
security of medical media is imperative for patient safety
and confidentiality, and thus, recently the concept of quantum
medical image encryption has attracted a significant attention
from both scientists and healthcare system designers [123]. In
this framework, medical images and records can be securely
communicated within different health centers using quantum
encryption/decryption algorithms. Another interesting feature
is to offer certified deletion of health records that generates a
classical certificate of deletion of health records [124]. These
features make quantum communications systems attractive for
digital healthcare solutions and other databases of sensitive
nature. Furthermore, quantum computing can also help in
this context via optimizing the healthcare system models to
advance the patient care experience, improve the population
health, and minimize per capita healthcare costs [125].

4) Quantum for Banking and Finance Industries: Bank-
ing and finance industry have strict requirements for encryp-
tion due to sensitive nature of their operations and data. On
the one hand, banks and financial institutions require real-time
encryption capabilities for the large-volume of their real-time
transactions, which is a major growing challenge. Introducing
quantum to NTNs offers a solution to this challenge in the
form of satellite-based QKD with the possibility of global
connectivity. On the other hand, quantum computing also
offers appealing solutions for the finance sector in the form of
quantum algorithms for risk-based asset management, portfo-
lio optimization, and other complicated financial procedures
[126], [127]. Specifically, quantum computing can further
develop the investment industry via applying quantum-based
machine learning algorithms for managing massive numbers
of underlying assets while considering various sets of rele-
vant data for learning, adapting, and enhancing investment
decisions. Beyond this, with the availability of cloud quantum
computers and the possibility of blind quantum computation,
there exists an opportunity to put these quantum solutions to
test and harness their benefits [128].

5) Quantum Technologies for Government and Defense:
Communication within the governmental organizations and de-
fense establishments are under persistent threats of espionage
and cyber-attacks. The unconditional security offered by the
QKD and other quantum encryption techniques is an effective
countermeasure to protect against these threats. Furthermore,
quantum technologies including communications, computing,
and sensing are offering a set of beneficial tools and mecha-
nisms for defense and military applications [129]. For instance,
quantum sensors can be used to detect submarines and stealth
aircraft [130]. Specifically, utilizing quantum sensors for po-
sitioning, navigation and timing can induce reliable inertial
navigation systems, which empower navigation without the
need for external references. A gravimeter based on quantum
sensing has been proposed in [131] to detect changes in
the gravitational field. This gravimeter uses a quantum mag-
netomechanical system consisting of a magnetically trapped
superconducting resonator, and it is a passive system that
probes without transmitting signals. This allows the detection
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of objects, which may not emit any kind of electromagnetic
signals, by only observing the surrounding transient gravita-
tional changes.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have discussed how quantum technologies
interplay with, benefit from, and shape the future of NTN
research within the wireless communications landscape. Amal-
gamation of quantum information technologies with NTN can
provide benefits to both NTNs and quantum technologies. On
the one hand, NTNs can benefit from the secure communi-
cation offered by quantum technologies. On the other hand,
quantum communications networks supported by the NTN
infrastructure can be more resilient and operated at the global
scale. In this direction, the key integration challenges are
elaborated with providing some intriguing potential solutions.
In particular, channel reliability in such dynamic propagation
environment, scalability and networking issues, resource man-
agement and coordination problems are discussed along with
the theoretical and experimental complications. Afterwards,
various innovative visions and research directions motivated
by utilizing quantum technologies in the non-terrestrial com-
munications systems are pointed out. Ultimately, this article
covers the quantum communications aspects and the integra-
tion challenges with NTNs to constitute a global-spanning
quantum network, in the hope that it would trigger more in-
depth investigations and serve as a continuous incentive for
further quantum communications research activities.
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